
 
  

 
 
Thanks for choosing the Pro-Spec Easy Brake for your ride. Easy Brake for Yezdi ADV has been designed to 
offer convenient braking experience for everyday riding while using riding boots or leisure footwear during 
short & long commutes. The Standing Assist provides convenient braking assistance when the riders choose 
to stand and ride. 
 
Please follow the instruction carefully to ensure the desired benefit of the Easy Brake. 

1. Place the comfort base on the on the brake lever such that the second hole of the comfort base 

aligns with the first hole on the brake lever. Tighten the comfort base to the lever with a 5x20 CSK 

screw (Line item 2) using a 3mm Allen key. As, shown in the picture below. 

2. Place the shorter Allen head bolt under the comfort base to tighten one end of the standing assist 

using the 3mm Allen key. 

3. Align the other end of the standing assist and comfort base to the last hole of the brake lever and 

insert the longer Allen head screw under the brake lever. Tighten the screw using a 3mm Allen key.  

 

 

 

 

         

 

We advise the brake pedal to be always kept at a lower level with reference to the foot rest to avoid 

unintentional engagement of rear brake. 

Note: Though the Easy Brake retrofits are designed for DIY installation it is recommended you have them installed by 

a technician if you face difficulty. 

 

Sl. DESCRIPTION QTY. 

1 Easy Brake comfort base with standing assist. 1 

2 5x20 CSK bolt 1 

3 4 x 16  SS Allen head bolt 1 

4 4x35  SS Allen head bolt 1 

5 Allen key 3mm 1 
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